
Short plan for the 9. Youth Congress  Mai 2011 
 

Sunday, 22.05. –   Arrival in Berlin from 9.00 – till 12.00 am 

                              Journey by bus or train to Zinnowitz 

                              Arrival in Zinnowitz at 06.00 pm 

                              08.00 pm after welcome dinner – informal meeting 

                              and arrangement the workshops 

 

Monday, 23.05. – 9.30 til 12.00 am and 02.30 till 05.00 pm workshops 

                   -         workshops for history ( Baltic Sea, Zinnowitz, Peenemünde, Strahlsund ), 

                              geography, sport( Fitness/ Boxen, sailing ), media ( picture + video) 

                              culture ( communication and theatre), eating and drinking in europe, 

                              questions of law in the daily routine for young people, 

                              profile of the participants. 

 

Tuesday, 24.05.  - 9.30 til 12.00 am and 02.30 till 05.00 pm workshops 

                               - workshops for history ( Baltic Sea, Zinnowitz, Peenemünde, Strahlsund ), 

                               geography, sport ( Fitness/ Boxen ), media ( picture + video) 

                               culture ( communication and theatre), eating and drinking in europe 

                               questions of law in the daily routine for young people, 

                               profile of the participants. 

                               08.00 pm presentation of the results 

 

Wednesday, 25.05. – 10.00 am jouney by bus or train to Berlin 

                              - 04.00 pm sightseeing walk through the city of Berlin 

                                  ( the Berlin students are the guides ) 

 

 

 



 

Thursday, 26.05. -  9.30 am till 01.00 pm visits in Berlin schools 

 

                               and 02.30 till 05.00 pm 

                               workshops for history ( Berlin, Potsdam, Sachsenhausen ), 

                               geography ( Kreuzberg, Müggelberge), sport ( Fitness/ Boxen, 

                               Inlinehockey and soccer ), media ( picture + video) 

                               culture ( communication and theatre), eating and drinking in europe 

                               questions of law in the daily routine for young people ( studens from the 

                               university and Police) and profile of the participants. 

 

Friday, 27.05.     -  9.30 am til 01.00 pm and 02.30 till 04.00 pm workshops 

                               - workshops for history ( Berlin, Potsdam, Sachsenhausen ), 

                               geography ( Kreuzberg, Müggelberge), sport ( Fitness/ Boxen, 

                               Inlinehockey und Fussball ), media ( picture + video) 

                               culture ( communication and theatre), eating and drinking in europe 

                               questions of law in the daily routine for young people ( studens from the 

                               university and Police) and profile of the participants 

                               05.00 pm – international soccer tournament 

 

Saturday, 28.05.  -  10.00 am til 01.00 pm am finish meeting and presentation of the 

                                results from the workshops 

                                03.00 pm til 06.00 pm excursion to the city of Berlin 

                                07.00 pm farewell party 

Sunday, 29.05.       after breakfast - departure 

 

Greetings from Berlin  Bernd Zimmermann 

 


